2nd Call for Paper

Journal of Inspiration Economy
(an International Journal)

Dear Colleague,

The Journal of Inspiration Economy (JIE) is an international interdisciplinary open access blind peer-reviewed refereed journal strives to cater to the needs of those who want to contribute diverse papers that would contribute to create a positive change and inspiration to the economy directly or indirectly through improving our quality of life.

JIE would target only high quality original research articles that describe latest research and developments in areas focusing on the inspiration principles and management in the world. Inspiration Economy is a research field which encapsulates varied academic fields (including but not restricted to: economics, management, sociology, psychology, etc) looking at various issues related to: innovation, creativity, knowledge, services, leadership, sustainable development, etc. JIE is published twice a year and it available on journal web site: http://journals.uob.edu.bh/jie/Pages/Aim-and-Scope.aspx

also you can view the paper on the Journal facebook:
JIE editor board is happy to invite all the authors, scientists, practitioners, researchers and academics all over the world to participate in this new initiative that have the purpose for creating “inspiring” well established research in a knowledge sharing community environment relevant to themes as Inspiration, Inspiration for Community, Inspiration for Survival, Inspiration for Re-Building Society Fabric, Inspirational Economy Future, Inspiration through Diversity and Co-existence management Inspiration, including Inspiration for establishing Entrepreneurship Spirit that would support the innovation of the economy.

The Journal of Inspiration Economy multi-disciplinary, international and hybrid experienced editorial board http://journals.uob.edu.bh/JIE/editorial-board, wishes to solicit manuscripts in all areas of all applied and researched work relevant to inspiration that leads countries, communities and government towards more stable and sustainable economic practices. Submitted manuscripts papers must show evidences of significant and original contributions to the above. Papers clearly with high applied potentials would be of particular importance.

Submitted papers should not have been previously published nor currently under consideration for publication elsewhere (N.B. Conference papers may only be submitted if the paper was not originally copyrighted). All papers are refereed through a double blind review process.

**Coming Issue Deadlines:**
First Call for Paper – 1st Sep 2015
Second Call for Paper – 15th Oct 2015
Last Call for Paper – 15th January 2016

First Issue of Volume 3 would be ready and released on by 1st March 2016.

Authors are invited to submit their papers in the MS Word format (as per the attached template) to:
buhejim@gmail.com
jieeditors@gmail.com

The following are the topics of relevance to journal, therefore authors can use them during submitting their papers, but other topics foreseen of relevance to inspiration and economy would be also considered:
Please circulate this email to all your friends where you feel they would like to contribute and share their efforts and research on the business of change and inspiration to their organisations, societies and the world.

Looking forward for your positive contribution

Best regards,

Dr. Mohamed Buheji
Founding Editor (JIE)

NB.
1- We apologize if you have received this email twice, or our journal is not your field.
2- Special services of JIE is that it have a prompt and rapid response to the authors according to the schedule and with a simple and standard Template.
3- JIE is both Online and print versions (e-journal and print), therefore this increase the citation possibilities for the authors.
4- We issue a copy right certificate to the author once his paper is approved.
5- JIE have an international, eminent, multi-disciplinary scholars in its editorial board which are going to support your work and spread it further to new knowledge communities.
6- Kindly inform friends, post-graduate students, colleagues, associates and fellow researchers and practitioner who may utilize this opportunity as a platform for their new research initiative that focus on inspiration.